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Decisions, .decisions

Athletic conference shakeups could
mean a new division for the
Knights in.the coming years.
~SEE SPORTS. 10

Online auctions ·

Knowing what to buy and sell,
and when, can earn you some
serious e·xtra cash.
-SEt LIFESTYLES. 14

-·

. THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968
.. ~-

u. presidents' raises no

UCF likely _to

longer_on taxpayers~ dime
.
-

,

.

Florida.Legislature
· limits.presidential
salaries to $225,000

$225,000 after eight of the state's 11
university presidents, including UCF's
John· Hitt, received raises averaging
more than $50,000 this year.
While the law doesn't affect current presidents' salaries - all of
whic~ exceed the $225,000 limit - it .

PATRICIA XAVIER
STAFF WRITER

Beginning this month, public university presidents in Florida can no
longer count on taxpayers to fund their
pay raises.
Th~ Floriqa Legislature passed a
law that cap~ a president's salary at

PLEASE SEE
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UCF Provost Gary Whitehouse, after 21 years in leadership positions including 1Oyears as provost, has decided to return to teaching in UCF's College of Engineering.

~_Whitehouse

steps down,
returns to teaching
ALEX BABCOCK
. STAFF WRITER

Twenty-five years ago, Gary Whitehouse took
a gamble. He·1eft behind a tenured job at prestigious Lehigh University, a school with more .t han
100 years of history; to head the industrial' engineering department at then 10-year-old UCF. After
over a decade in the classroom and another decade
_as UCF's second most powerful official, Provost
Whitehouse officially stepped down this week to
return to the cfassroom, leaving a changed, thriving university in his wake.
"I've really enjoyed being provost," ·

INSIDE·

- Double whammy

·

.·

-

Tuition is going up. but federal financial aid may not
keep pace. ·

Whitehouse said, sipping a cup of coffee on a couch
in his sun-lit domain overlooking the Reflecting
Pond. 'Tm also going to enjoy not being provost.
:
I've enjoyed everything I've done in life." '
_ As provost, Whitehouse, 64, oversaw ~ much
as 85 percent of the school's departments and programs, and ran day-to-day operations; he was the
face of the a9ministration for most of UCF's staff,
and for many, he was a smiling, welcome face.
PLEASE SEE

Big bucks · . .. ·

STAFF WRITER

The unj:versity pf Florida recently
announced that students applying to the
school in 2006 will need to take an essay
tesOor admission. UCF otfi_cials are likely to follow UF"s lead and adopt a similar writing requirement, according to the
Orlando Sentinel.
An essay is already planned for th~
SAT and ACT tests, which will be added
in 2005. The UF College Board said the
SA'r and ACT essay sections will suffice
for applicants.
This marks a dramatic shift for both
tests, which will now divide their content
into three sections, rather than two. The
maximum score on each section will
remain 800, meaning the new perfect
SAT score will be 2400.
Currently UF lpoks at t~st scores,
GPA, extracurricular activities_ai;ld fami- ly background to
·
decide admissions.
In 2002 the average Additional
UF applicant had a
testing
GPA in the range of
3.3-4.2 and an SAT The SAT and ACT ,
· score of 1190-1360. exams will include
UF expects the an additional
new requirement section which will
to more accurately cover writing. UCF will
likely follow
indicate the · academic skills of UF's lead in accepting
either th is test or
incoming students.
UCF · officials · a written essay.
expect the same
gain from such a
test, which they say will help to maintain
UCF's high admission standards.
Alicia LaBrake, a senior at Wmter
Springs High School, plans to attend
UCF after completing her first two years
at Valencia Community College. 'She says
the addition of a new test is just another
obstacle for students hoping to go to college.
"I know that competition is high, but
I wouldn't like i~ because you could have
a decent GPA but. just not be as good a
- writer as someone else and not get into
the school you want," said LaBrake, 17.
''.I definitely want to go to UCF, but I'm
just an all-right writer. I'm not ready to
take a writing test, and high school hasn't really prepared me for that kind of
test."
In recent years UCF English professors have complained that students are
entering college unprepared and
. untrained for college writing courses.
Patrick Murphy, chairman of the English
Department, said that 20 years ago there
were extensive remedial . writing courses
for first year college students, but those
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Five professors receive Jrustee chair awards for their
accomplishments in research and technology.
.
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2003 All New GTI

2003Jetta

~for $269 ~month+

Lease for $226 per month +
monthly lox for 48 months*

month~ tax for 48 months.

*leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes
1st paymen~ 0 sec. deposit, tags1 tit~e and license.
Jee sales person for detatfs.

* leases are calculated with $0 total down.

Includes
1st paymen~ 0 sec. deposit, togs,· tit~e and license.
Jee sales person for details.

2003 New Beetle GL

lease for $21911er month+
month~ tox for 48 months~

* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes

1st paymen~ 0 sec. deposit, tags, tit~e and license.
Jee sales person for det01/s.

2003 All New Passat GL

lease for $289 eer month +
monthly tax for 48 months"

* lea es are calculated with $0 total down. Includes
1st paymen~ 0 sec. deposit. tags, tit~e and license.
.)ee sole person for detml .
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New admissions
.
-

test criticized
· for poteritial
racial bias
FROM PAGE

l

• courses disappeared-with budget cuts in
the early 1990s. - ~
Without such remedial courses,
Murphy says many students
being
forced to take their general education
writi.Ilg courses at· community colleges.
He said a new writing ·assessment test
would be a valuable tool when choosing ·
whom a university admits.
~·
~·If we are going to und~rstand be_
t"• ter the needs of inco~g· students,
assessing writiri.g would be . crucial for
such understanding," he said "It is .
important to use criteria that will help
,~the university estiinate an app,licant's ·
likelihood for success at the time he or
she is applyilig. Many students enter the
university with . . . insufficient knowledge of grammar, formal sentence structures and paragraph essay· organization. These are the skills that enable
p~ople -to comm@icate 'ideas across "
regional, culturaj, generational ap.d disciplinary differences."
_ LaBrake said preparing students
for college-level English . and writing
should s'tart in high school; without it,
students aren't ready for oollege.
"I know a lot of my teachers give me
·. back my papers and they don't even critique the work, especially the writing,"
she said. "If they want to push writing
skills, 'they should push it more in the ·
high school _classroom."
As UCF's popularity has increased,
, it has _tightened its admissions stana dards, creating a paradox for some high
school graduates. While each successive
generation falls further behind, college
admission standards move further away
from students' academic skills.
_
Critics of the new test say tl.!at like
the SATs, this form of testing can be
racially and economically biased. ·
- English professor Dan Jones
objects to such cli:Lims, though. All kinds
of tests have a potential for bias, he said,
but the goal should be to·minimize such
bias as much-as possible. In the case of
a written exam, it should focus on the
fundamentals of good writing, he said.
"I'm happy to see this additional.
emphasis on writing skills. Writing skills
are typically under-~mphasized and
undervalued. In general, students are
coming in to college with
writing
.skills," Jones said.
A new writing test at UCF would - ·
·•first be implE.~mented on ·a trial b~is;
and not be required for admission, said
Tom Huddleston, vice president of
Student Development and Enrollment
ervices.
,.
.
While professors wb.o have been
· waiting for this type of test continue to
add their support; UCF has yet to 'for~ally adopt a writing test.
'.1\ny criterion for admission helps
some students and hurts others in gaining admission to a particular school,"
Murphy said. "Writing skills are crucial
-for success not only at the university but
also in most professions, !illd that's why
-.many·applications for professional positions require some type of writing sample- overtly or built ID.to the application
process."
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Th,,e pi ~~p(~Qi fr~terni~ hciu~e was damaged by a fire in the late hours of J~ne 24. Two apartments ·in t_he building ~ere de5.tr~v~d:. -~
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.Fraternity·house·. :sre
:sparked.by_water .heater
the affected apartments,, whose names get our insurance company out here to do
were withheld by Pi Kappa Phi fraternity an assessment of it," Davis said. While firepresident Christopher Klenk, are being fighters were still at work Klenk already
FiJy ,ripp¢ through the innards·of the· arranged by University Apartments .. had contacted, . Pi .Kappa Phi's National
Pi Kapp~ Phl fraternity house June 24, . According to Davis, there are accommoda- . Headqlfatters' and ·seemed confident that
leaving at least two apartip.ents destroyed tions at the current lo.cation in which the theyw,ould not have any problems as far as
and causing thousands of dollars worth of ~placed residents may live temporarily.
insurance concerns.
damage. None of the residents were iri the
Though the cost of damages 'was not
"I've already made several calls to the
affected apartments at the time, and there immediately available, Howell estimated national office. It's fine, it wasn't our fault,
were no·injuries.
repairs wo1!L<J. cost at least several thou- so lt' s fine," Klenk said.
This is the first fraternity house-fire.in
A cap removed from a water heater sand dollars, ·
apparently caused the blaze.
.
_ "I'm going to have to fill out my paper- UCF's history, UCF Inter-Fraternity
"It looked as thou~·-somoone- bad' work, fil~ it with 'their co~orate office and Council President Ryan O'Rourke said.
......
removed a lower -cover onr.a wa"te:t-heaten•
and some metal or something b.3.d falle~
~st the 220 line and started the fire,"
said Wesley Davis, University Apartments
property manager. The Pi Kappa Phi fraHow a smoke deteqor
functions and safety precautions
ternity rents the building from University
·,
Apartments.
The fire moved from the hot water
How they function.
heater into the air conditioning unit, where
Ionization chamber. Ionizes the radioactive element
it then spread to the rest of the ground floor
americium. When smoke enters the chamber the current
apartment, and to the apartment above it.
flowing.through the ionized americium·is broken and the
No one in the building was aware of a
alann sounds~
problem until smoke was seen coming out
of the building by a resident, who then
kicked in the door to the apartment where
the fire started, saw the flames and called '
911.
...
· "We do have smoke detectors installed
in all of our apartments, but .evidently in
this one .p~icular apartment the smoke
,,. detector·w.as removed for some odd reason,
by someone, either a resident or someone
else," said Davis. • ·
.
Firefighters contained the blaze within
10 minutes, and extinguished the first in
Electronic horn. Wakes residents
less than twenty minutes. ·
inside the home or 9partment when
"When our first unit arrived on the
smoke enters ionization chamber.
scene they had smoke showing from the
first floor apartment, "on the bottom left,"
said Orange · County Fire and Rescue ·
Safety. It is retomended that all househ9lds·have at least one smoke detector per floor. Batteries should .
Battalion Chief Michael Howell. The crew
be tested every 3months and replaced at least once ay.ear. While battery powered srrioke detectors are'
entered the building and extiniillshed the
popular, those wired to the home's AC-power supply are increasing in popularity. Many homes with
lower-floor fire, then checked for "exten·
AC-powere,d
s.moke detectors that have been built in. th~ last 10.years in the U.S.; are wired together.to . .
sion," when a fire moyes from its source to
•intercommunicate.
~is sort of wiring'guarantees thatif ~ne alarm in the house sou~ds, they all go off: '
other parts of a structure through walls
~d ductwork "There was a little bit of
extension between the first arid second
Soutce:Ce~tral Aoridaj uture Researdi;wYiw.howstllffworks':com ·
floors that was eXtinguished," he said. ·
ILLUSTRATION BY ADAM SHIVER I CFF
Accommodations for the residents of
BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

~- ··~·

Smoke detectors

'
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As tuition ·nse.s, flli.ancia.l aid lnay plummet.
State grants may
_}\eep pace, but
hot federaI aid
BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

UCF' Board of Trµstees recently voted to increase tuition for -all
students, by up to 15 percent for outof-state and _graduate students.
Though students with Florida-based
.. scholarships and loans may go
unscathed by the rece~t tuition bik~,
· many recipients of federal grants

will soon see a decreased payout, ·such as athletic scholarships, will be
m3.king the gap between their changed on a cas&by-case basis.
-Of the approximately 38,000 _
moome and their tuition even wider.
Increases in the amount paid students at UCF, about 25,000
by Bright Futures awards Will be receive some form of :financial aid
made to maintain the current levels Acrordingto Minnick this number is
of aid; however, the federally funded likely to increase·ill the fall as many
forms of financial aid will not . 'students who have never taken ·out
increase, and for the vast majority of a loan in the past may be forced to
'
students.will decrease by the 2004 - do so.
~·r would advise students to
2005·school Ye{lr.
"The decision to increase apply early and then follow up to
tuition was made by the state," said ensure that everything required is
Llsa Minnick, UCF associate tlireo- submitted on a time1y basis/' said
tor of Student Financial Assistanre. Minnick. ·"They .[students] · should
''The federal government regulates asses their financial award pac~
federal programs, such as the Pell to determine if they need to app1yfor
Grant, Stafford Loans and Federal other loans and scholaIBhips."
Work Study." ·
In addition to the rising tuition,
Awards made by the ·school, awards given by the federal govern-

.

ment will diminish starting in 20041 endgwed so~s of funding, less
beqause of a new measure passed - money,to pay for more priooy credit
la.St iµonth through the U.S. hours will like1y end up taxing them,
said Ken Redd, director for the
Department of Education.
These federal awards will force National Association of Student
Florida families that have an annual Financial Aid, in an interview with
inoome of-$5o,OOO to shoulder an theNew Yark Times.
. ''The way those students will
additional $500 of the oost of oollege.
Those with an inoome of $80,000 will . make up the differenoo is that they'll
have to pay an additional $1,500. work more; going to college half
Some students who · currently time and working part time," Redd
receive federal awards will not - said "It's not that they won't go to
college, it'll just take them an extra
receive any next year.
The changes in the federal pro- year or two to finish, if they finish at
gram will, however, offer some oon- all."
Minnick's advioo for students
solation for extremely low-inoome
students. The changes will increase who will. see cuts in their financial
total Pell Grant awardS by several aid is to plan ahead and make a
budget before the start of classes.
hundred million dollars.
Fbr students left with less well-

.

.

UCF professors bag over $1 million it1 research awards
Extra cash meant_to keep good teachers from fleeing the university
MIKE RIEGEL
STAFF WRITER

·

and international media Danielle's work has been profiled on
CNN, the British Broadcasting
COrporation and in the New Yark

Fb_rtb,e first time in the history of
UCF, five faculty members have been Times.
recognized by the Board of Trust.res
He said he's lookingfonwrd to
and given Trustre Chair awards.
using the money to·supplement the
Professors Glenn Boreman, work being done by UCFs biotech
Henry Daniell, . Peter Delfyett, company, which he founded. His curEduardo Salas · and Kay Stanney rent projret, which seeks to make
were nominated by a oommittee of vaccines and therapeutic proteins
Tug3sus Professo:rs-and affirmed by available at drastically redured
Provost Gary Whitehouse and prioos, "bas attract.ed multimillion· · Presid,ent John Hitt. Each recipient . dollar investments .from prestigious
-was chosen based on his or her out- biot.echnologyinvest.ors and pbmmastanding reseaich, teaching and ooutieal companies this year;" he
scholarly status in their field
said
Each professor_ receives an
Salas, unlike his fellow
annual reward of $50,000, which can appointees, is not involved with techbe renewed each ye.ar for a period of nological or biological arms of study.
five years. The ~ of these Trustre As a psychology professor, -Salas
Chair appointments, which oould focuses on the field of the human con- ·
.total $125 million, will be paid for dition. His worlc in the Institute for
with state funds. 'The professors can Simulation and Training has made
_take as much as half of the endow- UCF one of the premier souroo:; of
ment a8 supplemental inoome.
information for teamwork research
Boreman, a 19-ye.ar veteran _of and development.
UCF, is a. professor in the School of
As UCF's Distinguished
Optir&'CREOL. He's in charge of the Researcher of .2002, Salas said his
Infrared Systems Laboratory, which sights are set on making UCF the
· speciali7.es in the production and recogtlired world leader in the study
testing of ·infrared detectors. Earlier and development of teamwork
this year; Boreman was honored with
Stanney, the only woman to
the Exoollenoo in Graduat.e Teaching reooive a Trust.ee Chair aWBI'd, is a
Awarded for his efforts with CREOL. professor of industrial engineering
Delfyett, like his colleague and management systems. Her
Boreman, is also a professor in the · research with human-rentered comSchool of Optir&'CREOL. The thrust putinghas also earned her this ye.ar's
of his research is in the field of high.- . awH.rd for the CollegB of Engineering
speed fiber optics systems. His suo- ·and
Computer
Scienre's
ooss in developing new technology . Distinguished Resem'Ch l.returer.
during his decade at UCF. is eviHer current work could ultidenced by the 12 U.S. pat.en1'$ he mately lead to the end of oomputer
holds for UCE
mioo and keyboards; she's developAcIDrding to Delfyett, the grant ing a method of interactingwith oomwill allow for further exploration of puters using the brain clirret1y, trans- new technology in the field of lating thoughts into cligit.al signals. ·
teleoommunications.
UCFhopes these Trust.ee Chair
Daniell's award follows world.- awards will help lure prominent PI'!T
Wide media exposure for his work in fessors and ·researchers, while
molecular biology. The Board 'hon- retaining the most ooleb:ratro. and
ored Daniell for ~ low-cost valuable staff currently wor~ for
vaccines for ant;hrax.and the plague. the university.·
T1$ and other biotechnology
research drew the notioo of national

F.REE .WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and _
female volunteers (ages 1M5}, to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way-a person respo~ds to weight ~
tr~ining.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today
407-823-5163

Boreman

Stanney

Salas

Delfyett

. $:·.
.. . 0 . ...

CO . RE~M
R E S

E A R C H

understanding. informing. improving lives.
At CORE Research, we're interested in helping p~ople get back to living lif~.
Our medical research studies may be just t he answer you're looking for
to feel better again. Qualified participants may receive all study related
medical. care at no cost. Insurance status is never an issue and ·
compensation for time and travel is available.
·

Approximately
19 million Ameri.can ad_ults
are affected by Depression each year.
.

r

Those suffering from Depression may have the following symptoms:

~

0

'

• feeling sad or blue
• fatigued or tired all t.'1e time

· Did you know that more than·
2 million -Americans are currently
suffering from B-ipolar _Disorder?

• lacking in motivati.on
• not enjoying activities as much

Symptoms of Bipolar Disorder include:
• difficulty sleeping
• irritability

• trouble concentrating
• uncontrollable mood swings
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If any of these symptc;:ims sound familiar, you may qualify for a medical research
study' CORE Research is currently conducting involving an investigational medication.

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may qualify for a medical research
study CORE Research is currently conducting involving an investigational medication.

Call today for immediate evaluation. Appointments always available. Walk-ins welcome.

Call today for immediate evaluation. Appointments always available. Walk-ins welcome.

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646

ASK FOR EXT.@

ORLANDO 407:-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646
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UCF's retention up since Whi,tehouse·- started
FROM PAGE

1

"I have a lot of respect for the
openness he has brought into a
very difficult position,~· said Tom
Huddleston, vice president of
Development and Enrollment
Services. "I believe he cares about
everyone he meets."
_ Through programs White·house helped start, student retention has jumped from 69 percent to
an estimated 83 percent this fall,
meaning more students ~ gradu~
ating froni UCF,-rather than transferring or dropping out.
,
Inspired by the experience of
hiS daughter at North Carolina
State and the suggestions of faculty, Whitehouse started the LEAD
scholars program at UCE The program helps freshmen and. sophomores enhance their leadership
skills and transition from high
school to oolle~.
"He's always been there," said
Bill F8.ulkn~r, · director of Student
Leadership Programs. "Obviously
we're goingto miss him in this role.
rm sony to see him go."
As provost, Whitehouse also
earned more and more responsibility. President John Hitt's job
required him to be increasi.J:@y off
campus; leading to a shift in oontrol over daily operations.
'Ibe provost's role at universities throughout the nation has
chan~ in much the same fashion ·
as at UCE With increasing
demahds for presidents to hehn
fund-raising efforts and lobby lawmakers in state capitals and in
Washington, D.C ., the provost's
post has beoome a more powerful
and influential.
During.Whitehouses's tenure
in that role, enrolhnent has surged
from 23,531 students to -about
40,000 today Ed Neighbor, the vice
provost for ·academic administra- tion, said the work that ·
Whitehouse and Hitt have done as
a team to keep that growth manageable stands as a lasting
·. achievement, over which. other
state schools have mooeled them-

PHoro CouaTESY oF ucF

Provost Gary Whitehouse, third from left, with President John Hitt, has seen his duties increase over ~e years as Hitt has grown to trust him.

. When Whitehouse announced
last fall that he would retire from the
administration, a search was begun
that ended in Maywith the selection
of Terry Hickey, provost of the
University of Akron in Ohio, who formally took over on Tuesday .
Whitehouse quietly slipped out .
the door of his third-floor office in ·
Millican Hall June 24, leav'ing his life
as an administl-ator behind. fie has
moved upJ as he describes it, to
teaching. Following the passion for
industrial engineering that brought
him to UCF, Whitehouse will resume
a professorship he has missed for 17
years.
Whitehouse said he's confident
in Hickey's abilities, which will overcome the challe~ of taking on an
entirely new staff. "I had the advantage when I came here," Whitehouse
said :'I knew everybody. [Hickey]
doesn't know anything about anybody, so he's gut a lot of l~ to
do."
Following a semester-long
break, Whitehouse will return to the
faculty next spring. He said he
wants to le.ave UCF the way he started, as a teacher.
"Doctor Whitehouse is so obviously eager to gt> back to teaching,"
said Chris Morgan, Whitehouse's .
assistant for eight years. The
provost has been easing his way
back into it by working 9n research
with some students.
"He's really enjoyed working
with the students directly again,
which has made it easier to let him
gt>," Morgan said, adding, "It's been
an honor and a privile~ to work
with someone who I've both liked
and, respe<{ted."

Cunningham, the chairman of the College and three other oolleges,"
''.A lot of people were concerned
Chemistry Department. Now, "If Whitehouse recalled.
about that, because everybody feels
you look at the aver~ salaries of
the
early
1980s, that they want to report as high as
In
our faculty, we're either one or two Whitehouse started making some possible," Whitehouse said "The
in the state," he said.
c~s of his own, · pushing for
then head of the library said 'Oh my
Whitehou8e also helped devel- increased use of computers at the God, I'm the only librarian in the
op the Provost's Research 'school, as microcomputers, the world who doesn't report to the
Enhancement Positions, a program equivalent of modern desktop com- president. I'm a little embarrassed.'
to -hire senior research faculty puters,- were beooming popular. In And I said, '.A.year from now, let's sit
members, further bolstering UCF's 1983 he returned to the faculty, oon- down and talk about it, and if you
push into scientific research.
tinuing his work in industrial engi- don't feel you're ·better off having
Faculty took notice of his neering.
someone pay attention to you, we'll
efforts. ''There was an .increased
In .1987 Whitehouse took the change it.' And she sat down with
responsiveness to faculty needs post of acting dean of the Colle~. of me, and she. said, 'You know, you're
he wanted to know what the prob- Industrial Engineering. He sai~ he right.'"
lems were and how to fix them," had· reser\i"ations about volunteersaid Ida Cook, a sociology profes- ing for the spot, but after the school
sor.
failed to find an adequate candi· · · To · advance the expertise of date~· he -decided to-take it, both to
UCF's instructors; the Faculty . help out and help promote more
Center for Teaching and Learning program ideas.
also was created with help from
Whitehouse impressed tb.e
Whitehouse. The program provid- administration with his skill at
ed teachers the opportunity to dealing with the colle~'s faculty,
learn more about their profession, and malting compromises. After a
through weekly workshops and year,
the
school
offered
seminars. Cook, an administrator Whitehouse the permanent post,
~elves.
at the center, said Whitehouse was which he accepted. .
"Most people in the ·state rec- instrumental in improving faculty
From the perspective of a
ognize UCF has been markedly relations through such programs.
teacher with the influence of an
successful over ~e last 10 years, ·
"I don't think the relationship administrator, Whitehouse started
which really makes these · jobs of between the faculty and him could accumulating the ideas that he
ours extremely fascinating - to be better," Cl.Ulningham said 'We would lobby for and eventually
see the direct result of all the deci- always knew we were talking with implement personally.
sions we're making," Neighbor a friend He always listened."
In 1992 Whitehouse took a
said.
The drive to improve the facul- hand in choosing the school's new
Wbitehouse had a personal ty experience at UCF owes some of president, a role that gave him
connection with student success, its strength to Whitehouse's origin more control over the future of fachaving ~hepherded his .two chil- . as a member of the faculty himself. ulty relations than ever before.
(new patients only, not valid with any other offer or insurance) dren through colle~ and seen his _ Whitehouse came to the university Soon after Whitehouse recomwife ~ta degree. He's also shown in 1978 as a professor and chair- mended Hitt for UCF's presiden~y,
a concern for faculty thRt's result- man of the Department of Hitt returned the favor, appointing
(Receive a FREE gift when you make your appointment)
ed in a litany of programs that have Industrial Engineering.
Whitehouse as his second in ·comendeared him to his peers.
He left behind a tenured posi- mand in 1993.
·'Ibe provost helped spawn the tion at Lehigh University, a private
Hitt declined to comment for
Research In~ntiv.e Awards pro- university in Pennsylvania, for this story.
· gram, Md continued the Teaching then-named Florida Technological
· "I think I was pretty well
Incentive Program despite its University, at the original two-lane respected on campus," Whitehouse
demise at the state level. Both pro- version of University . Boulevard. said Broad exi}erience in faculty
grams give more money and reoog- His colleagues called him a risk- relations - from being a departnition to UCF's best teachers taker for going.
ment chairman to working in_.the
through awards for p~rformance.
"There -was nothing around Faculty Senate - plus an interest ·
The prograins have helped grow cainpus," Whitehouse said. "There: · in subjects ranging from history to
the school's re_search bu~t to $75- were cattle, there Wc.!S citrus~ atwo- - technology h~lped bolster his
million annu~y.
·
lane highway; there ~ere no resume, he said '
. "Those · are excellent pro-· restaurants, no houses. It was in .
Despite haVing different· pergrams," said Kathy Seidel, dean of the middle of nowhere." . sonalities, Whitehouse and Hitt
the Colle~ of Arts and Sciences.
Despite the modest 11,000-: complemented each other. "[Hitt]
2881 South Bumby Ave. · 1.2780 Woterlord Lakes Pkwy.
"Since the state does not routinely student campus'- size, Whitehouse definitely was much more involved
(407) 895-5433
(407) 382-6455
·give the kind of salary increases found himself at a far more dynam- in the academic side at the begin- ·
that are.appropriate to our faculty, ic school than Lehigh, where . ning," Whitehouse said. .·~ time
having the TIP and the RIA has "things don't change," P,e said. went on and he built up respect for
'Qeen a wonderful way to give UCF was a whirlwind, and being a · me, or trust, he started adding ,.
teachers credit."
·
part of the faculty was exciting, he things to the job."
·
SeideL who has worked with said.Hitt ultimately added student
"The first year I was down affairs to the provost's domain,-a
Whitehouse for 17 years, added:
All offers are cash only or your insurance may cover. Offers good for 90 days from date of
''Without any question, he's the here, they changed the name of the µiove Whitehouse calls the biggest
receipt. New patients only except as noted. Pati_ents and any other person responsible for payment
.best boss I've ever had."
university, they started football, of his term, further increasing the
hos the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for pqyment for any other serv·
The aver~ salary of UCF they went from the quarter-system importance of the provost's office.
~ ice, examination and treatment which is performed as o result and within 72 hours to responding
faculty has risen since Whitehouse to the semester system, and they He estimated that he has cut direct
to the advertisement for fee service discounted or reduced fee service examination or treatment.
became provost, said Glenn combined the Arts and" Sciences reports to Hitt in half · .
..:.- .·--- ____ ----- __ __ - -- - - -- - -- - - - - --
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Hitt's pay to stay at
.·$295,000 for now,
despite recent cap
·mtt's· 46 percent raise
came at the same time when
wolild _apply to tlie current " UCF faculty and statt earned a
.presidents once they sign new 2.5 percent raise _on average.
contracts or extend their cur- Earlier this month · UCF's,
rent contracts:
..
·· Board of Trustees also voted ·
The $225,000 freeze would - to raise out-of-state and grad- .
not prevent presidents from uate student tuition by 15 permaldng more than $225,000; it cent this fall. only limits.the amount of state
"Never would· I believe
tax money that cari be· applied that the very first decision
toward a president's salary. made by the board of trustees
Universities
can
at ·each university
continue to use pi'i.would be to provide
. vately rrused funds
the university presito pay theif presidents with a pay
• . dents as inuch as
raise whi~h ranged
from 35 percent to
they wish.
The law, which
50 percent, and the
was tacked on to the
next item on the
· same' legislation
agenda would be to
that raised tuition a
raise the· student's
m.iniinum of 8.5 pertuition 12 percent,"
.cent last month for
Wise said.
'"In my opinion,
Florida's
college .
students, was mod"'
there was a major
ele.d after Texas legislation disconnect between a trementhat already imposes a cap on - dous raise for the presidents
presidential salaries.
and a large tuition increase for
Sen. Stephen Wise, the the students which had a pro- .
former chairman of the House found effect upon two very
Education
Appropriations important public policy issues _
Committee who proposed the - .Bright Futures and ·the
bill, said the decision 1s appro- Prepaid College Program," he
priate at a time wll,en the econ- added. ·
omy is weak and universities Although Hitt's salary will
have been dealt severe budget not be affected by the cap,
·
some are calling the limit
cuts. ·
"The main, positive effect counter-productive.
will . be for · -the university
"The Board of Regents
boards to take into considera- had riot been fair on the pertion the needs of students as a ' centage of [salary] increase to
1prioncy and the reason for a Dr. Hitt, based on his performuniversity," ~ Wise said. ·~uniance" said . UCF . trustee
~ ver8ity is not a giant employ- - Geraldine Ferris. "It's not fair
• ment program; a university is to take something out of conestablished to train our stu- text and give only a small little
dents for employment."
segment. For example, the lot- The cap comes after tery - 35 percent goes to edusalary increases · last year cation and 65 percent goes to
were approved at Florida uni- salary and advertising. ~ think
versities by governing boards it should be reversed."
that appeared _as if they were
"I'm sure the trustees
trying to outdo one another in would .:-all love to have some
presidential raises.
control over what other valu- These- salary increases able faculty and ·staff make,
'l ~ook -shape after Gov. Bush
but it's something we have to'
· abandoned the Board of deal with," she added.
Reg~nts and replaced it with a
. Critics of the salary cap
system that allowed each uni- also. believe it ·will hinder the
verf:!itY to set up its own' gov- state's ability to attract quality
er:µing boards of trustees. candidates for university presThose boards then were made - idential po~itions and produce
· responsible for deci~g presb · top-notch universities.
dential salaries.
"I don't believe there are
Under the new · system; any positive points to the legisHitt received _a $93,000 hike · lation other than _to hold· the
that boosted his annual·f;al~ market . on
presidential
to $295,000 in January. . salaries artificially low," ' sai_d
Following
Hitt's
.raise, UCF trustee Thomas Yochum.
. University of South Florida "If the market demands mpre
President ·Judy Genshaft and . salary dollars and the Board of ·
University .
of
Florida Trustees wants-the most qualPresident Charles Young each ified candidate, then holding to
received raises tha~ boosted an artificial cap will give you
their salaries to well over the . lesser-qualifi~d candi$300,000.
date."
FROM PAGE
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IS AN EASY WAY

THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS
EARN EXTRA MONEY~ ••
EARN _UP .T0-

_$165 /MO •.DONATING
· PLASMA 'REGULARLY.

DCI BIOLOGICALS OF ORLANDO

321-235-9100
1900 ALAFAYA TRAIL, SUI-TE 500

"Where it. Pays to Care"

You do the math.

Take 10% off any ~f your favorite
Atla~ta Bread Co_mpany-foods vvhen
you _show your · Stud_
ent ·ro. Try a .
breakfast sandwich and a latte or a
cafechillo ... come _· by for breakfast,

GAl<ERY CA FE

WE CATER SMAbl and LARGE-GROUPS!..
'
Home Depot

~~ .~Spa

AT&T
Wireless

.

FREE
AIRBRUSH

MANICURE
PEDICURE

PINK
&
WHITE

FULL-SU

$30

$30

w/

&

. .

·Ran~ and foot spa
• Waxin!j and fadals

· Alafaya Trail

•Mas~age

,..

Waterford
Town Center

11229 E.Colon1al Dnve,
Suite 115 •Orlando
Across'from Super Wal-Mart .

. (407) 384-8700 -

·

.lunch or dinner and enjoy' some soup,
a' salad
a sandwich or even a panini~
•
. I

Come visit us:

· Waterford Lakes

,

330 · North Alafaya Trail "·"
9r1ando,_.FL 32828
Phone 407 .382.1506
· Fax 407.382.1507
Mon:Thurs 6:30am-9pm
Fri-Sat 6.:30-lOpm _
· Sun 7am-8pm ·
· *Offer valid only at Waterford Lakes location.
Offer expires 6/30/03. Not valid with any other offer.
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'. Writing requirement

.

~

0-ray Pavis, you
· have bee" tah-getted for
terrni"atio" ...

is a needed step
T

. though, the precision of the test at measuring the
he University of Florida announred two
averagB student would likely improve, as the stuweeks ago that students seeking admission
dents in one oountywould likely have more in oombeginning fall of 2006 will have·to take a
· ·
mandatorywritingtest before they gBt in.
mon tp.an students from Florida would have with
The new requirement stacks atop SAT, GJ;>A and those in another state.
other factor8 currently oonsidered at UE
Regardless of the level at which such a test
would be administered, there is a cle.ar need for eduUCF officials say they'll likely follow suit. The
cators to begin sufficiently evaluating American stuchangB should be weloomed by English teachers,
long in.undated by lackluster term papers; but the
dents' writing slPlls to determine whether or not they
test should also benefit every fapulty member who
are up to par.
· requires writing of his or her own students. UCF
For too long, the educational system in Florida
would be right in impleme:p.ting such an admissions
and in the Unit0d States as a whole has been in
decline - the victim of misguided use of taxpayer
policy change.
Unfortunately, the likelihood that this test will
money. .
. While funds that should be gnmgto schools are
reflect that students in Florida are well prepared for
oollege is low. sllch a test wouldn't be necessary
diverted to less critical projects, the salaries of teachunless there was a.suspicion at universities that writ- ers have diminished, whil~ class sires have increased
mg stand3rds for high schqol graduation are sub-par. and educational standards have plummeted.
Wh3t this means for students ~uatingin
If this trend oontinues, students will likely know
2006 is that their junior and senior years at high
less and less, while classes gBt largBr and teachers
school will be tougher thaD. it~ for their older sil>get paid less money. .
lings, or they're gnmg to have a much harder time
Ultimately, the gBnerations of young Americans
gBttingintO oollege.
beillgunderseivOO by the public education system
Regarclle8s of the outoome, the need for a test is will grow up and filter into the workforre. If they lack
clear. The most essential faculty to surviving and
the skills their parents have, this will only lead to a
learning in oollege is the ability to oommunicate ideas workforre unqualified to oompete with that of the
- the oore that this type of test intends to measure.
rest of the world, and American prosperity Will be in
If a student can't
that student likely can't speak jeopardy.
cle.arly or proress information adequately.
·
Equally troubling is the prospect of students
Claims that the test will unfairly discrii;ninate
wealthy enough to attend private schools pullibg
against minorities and the impoverished have merit,
away in the rare to the job market. If America's taxes
but only in the broader oontext that any test designed can't build an educational system to rival that of prito find an averagB will inevitab1y be designed for the
vate schools, the averagB American child will be ~ an
averagB American student- a white member of the
even gre1lier disadwntage widening an already largB
middle class.
divide between the rich and the middle class in
Tl;le onlyway to effectively oombat such inherAmerica
.ent biaS in any nationally-devised test, such as the
Along with initiatives like the class size amendSAT and ACT, is to produoo tests for separate segment and the F1orida Comprehensive Assessment
ments of the population.
_
Test, this writing requjrement will push schools and
A test oould be created for rich kids, who should the lawmakers that ultimately decide funding for
reasonaply be exQeCted to have better educations,
schools to reform our educational system
and a test designed for poor kids, who would)ikely
By showing the flaws in our students' educahave lower-quality educations.
'
tions, we demonstrate the need for improvement.
Using the same an3J.ogy, teSts oould be produc~I Tbtough oomprehensive tests, we can unoover prefor different cultures, religions and races. Of oourse,
ciselywhat's missmg from public education.
such an exercise would be far more expensive than
Ultimately, these kinds of reforms can sav:e our public
. designing a national test bywhich all American stuSchoo~.
dents are judgBd
If such a tE:lst were left to the oounty leveL ·

wme,

OUR STANCE:

Provost Whitehouse
bows to his heart·
ong-time UCF provost Oary Whitehouse
helping teachers, while giving students more tools
stepped down last week,-after 10 years on
to suroeed and graduate.
the job. That's ail almost unprecedented
He helped implement a list of programs and
term·foi: a provost. He held that post for so
policies long enough that it will likely never be
· long because he lmewwhatwa& happening at UCF repeated under the watch of any provost. .
was·important,,arid he owed itto the school to stay.
As any teacl;ler at he.art, he's never forgotten .
He watched the student population ne.arly
why he's here - to help students learn. He said he
double during his term; UCF has gone ·from a midwanted to leave UCF the way he started, and he's
-sized school to the big leagues, competing with the .going to get his wish. He's gning back to teaching' ·
- University of F1orida and Florida State. He has
for .a oouple of years, he sai~. Then he'll wave a
he~ the campus expand its research facilities
final gqodbye. .
.
, Newly appointed.Provost Terry Hickey has
and built the campus' prestige both.in F1orida and
nationally. · ·
inherited a daunting legacy. As long as he keeps .
,.
the teachers and students in mind, though, UCF's
Since entering the administration 21 years
· future.will stay bright.
·
ago, Whitehouse has maint~ed an interest in

L
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~,~- "I disapprove of what you s~y, but 1, defend to death your-right to say ·it."
· ·-s.G. TAllE~rrYRE (FROMTHEFR/fNJJ5 O[YQf[!ILRJ).
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"My ca~paig" starts today. .. everywhere .. ~'
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Low class comment
Being a fan of Marshall University. I follow to win at the top level we can. We want to repre· the Mid American Conference. which includes UCF. sent our university in the MAC and show all those
This led me.to view you~ Web site. where I read rednecks up in West Virginia what we're all about."
some very demeaning comments directed towards
I under5tand that there is a rivalry developWest Virginians. my home state. from UCF football ing between the schools, but is this really necessary?
coach Mike Kruczek in the June 25 story. "Orsini and There are several states thaf must endure a "redneck" stereotype - even Florida is included in that
Kruczek close out coach's tour at Slingapours."
He said: ' The Knig.hts open the season at group - but publishing such stereotypes is simply
Virginia Tech on Aug. 31. I did not graduate from . uncalled for. Ifelt the need to voice my disapproval
UCF. but I have stronger feelings about this school for publishing such a low-class comment.
than I ever will for Boston College. We're ~oing to
play at the top level that we can, and we're going
-THOMAS EDWARDS

Flagrant flag-waving?
1 c_ongratulate Rebuilding On a Conservative
Kornerstone on their brilliant plan to put flags in
all the classrooms regarding the June 25 article.
"ROCK unfurls plan for flags in classrooms,'' by Ben
Baird.
I knew there was something missing from
the classrooms, but I couldn't put my finger on
what it was. I thought some of the rooms might
be mi~sing instructional equipment like projectors
and computers, and maybe even enough teachers
to deal with UCF's expanding student populati·on.
But now I know, thanks to ROCK, that the rooms
were missing flags.
. Why hasn't there been an outcry about these
missing flags? Surely the. hundreds of thousands of
people who have passed through UCF over the past
forty years must have noticed the severe lack of
flags in the classrooms.
.
Could it really be true that nohe of.them
said anything about it until: now? How could we '
have gone about our business without flags? Why
did it take a brave and visionary .group like ROCK
to bring this issue to our attention?
To help ROCK get its flag proposal passed. I
want to note some of the positive effects these

flags will have on the atmosphere at UCF.
Students will probably think twice before
asking any questions about the U.S. government in
the classroom; we don't need that kind of critical
talk here at UCF.
Foreign students will know what country
they are in and will act appropriately; they wi!I
conform and be less inclined to qu_estion the U.S.
government. too.
The Pledge of AIJegiance might become a . ,
regular part of.each class, just like.in grade school.
Flags will help all of us be more loyal, but
they're not enough to secure that absolute unquestioning allegiance we need to make us feel safer.
What I want for UCF is a diversify of questions and views expressed in an atmosphere of dialogue, mutual understandi~g and respect, curiesity and learning. !_want foreign students to feel
welcome at Liff and invited to share their views.
· Thus I .strongly ·support UCF's goals to
became m_ore inclusive and diverse and to provide
international focus to our curricula and research ·
programs.
-BARRY MAI/ER
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Q·Ftying lheflag of
. fiscql responsibility
·oNIHEMIC

MIKE RIEGEL
STAFF WRITER

1113.te it when my column is
overtaken by anti-American
demons. let me assure you that\
the opinions expressed in thjs oolo - umn can be attributed directly to
un-American trolls that live under
bridges and eat children.
With my attempt at a clever
disclaimer thankfully behind us,r d like to say"that American flags
should not be mounted in all of
UCF's classrooms. Now that fve
expressed my view, rm prep~
to be tarred and feathered. I know
, it's not Friday yet, but I was hoping to get a jump on this 'YOOkend's chicken fetish parade in
downtown Orlando.
Rebuilding On a
Conservative Kornerstone
(ROCK), a conservative organization on campus, has pitched the
idea to mount flags in e1lCh classroom at UCE Honestly, I don't see
anytbingwrongwith ROCK's
patriotic suggBstion - except for
the $8,000 to $10,000 price tag it's
asking student guvernment for.
I know you're all asking, how
could someone who loves America
as much as I do possibJY say such
an offensive thing about the most
enduring symbol our nation has to
.offer? It's ·surprisingly easy._
because, well, flags don't help
anyone learn.

-UNIVERSITYOF

•FLORIDA

I see the symbolism ~hind it
-we live in America, and thjs ,
universitY is proud to be a part of
America. But do I nred a flag in .
the classroom to remind me that
UCF is a part of America?
, Not really.
.
lean walk through any park-·
ing lot on campus and see millions
of American flags covering our
foreign cars. What I need is a flag
in_class that reminds me about .
the assignment due in a couple
days.
And there's at least one
..
other serious consideration in this
flag discussion - UCF's community of international students. rm
sure most of them don't have a
problem with the American flag,
considering that they left their
.
native lands to study here. But
why shouldn't they be allowed to
display their _flag as well if we're
hanging American flags in every
classroom?
It seems fair, doesn't it?
International students are proud
of their heritage, and they're just
as important to the UCF community as any American student.
Since students from UCF represent hundreds of countries
around the world, I saywe display
all of those flags in every classroom, such as Canada's flag of a
man playing hockey and eating
maple syrup and Mexico's flag of,
)lb, whatever's in Mexioo.
The newly decorated classrooms will make guing to clas.s so
much more fun, except to colorblind people - they haven't
caught a break since black and
white1V
The members of ROCK need
to realize that with UCF facing
severe budget cuts, this money
could serve a greater purpose.
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DIALAMERICA .
DllFERENCE
. ENJOY FLEXIBLE ,PART-TIME HOURS
THAT WORK WITH YOUR SCHOOL ·SCH EDU.LE
&UNLIMITED EARNING POTENTIAUI

IMMEDIATE _OPENINGS!!!

FLEXIBLE AM/PM SCHEDULES • UPBEAT ENVIRO~MENT
PAID TRAINING • BUSINESS CASUAL ENVIRONMENT

AND WEEKLY PAYCHECKS
WHILE HAVING FUN WHILE YOU WORK

DON'T HESITATE AND MISS·OUT ON THIS EXCITING OPPORTUNITYlll

CALL NOW!

EAST ORLANDO (407) 243-9400
WINTER PARK (407) 673-9700

DISTANCE
EDUCATION

WHY RENT .
when you can·_

OWN?
3 BEDROOM,

2

BATH HOMES

FR,EE·Washer & Dryer or FREE TV
• Down Payment Assistance
•Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Ta~ Deductions

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
~ Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday~saturday 9:00-6:00
On Col~nial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East OfA/afaya

407-281 -6029 .

1575 Pel Stre~t • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com
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THE SPORTS DESK

New budget
approved by
_· UCF athletic
committee

'1

.Actip.g on a.plan that was long
overdue, · the · UCF Athletics
Association has approved a massive
$16.9 million athletic budget, the bulk
of which will gu to increasing coaches' salaries.
UCF joined an elite group of
schools when . the Athletic
Association was created ~dis wa$ingno time in provinghown~sacy
that step was.
The budget represents a $2.3
million increase from 2002, and is
helped in part by the recent boost in
student atpletic fees, as well as the
pattern of increasing enrollment
.UCF's Athletic -AssoCiation
should continue to see annual
- increases in its budget, affording it
the opportunity to make strides in
everything from increasing football
ticket sales to moving all UCF sports
into a strong national conference.

Alternative fundraising

sought for new arena

COMMENTARY ·
ASHLEY BURNS
STAFF WRITER

UniversitY of Miami President Donna Shalala
ended speculation this past Monday with an e- .
mail to ACC officials letting them know that the
Hurricanes will, indeed, join the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
According to reports, the Big East was frantically making offers in an effort to keep its top- .
draw~school fyom defecting, but it wasn't enougb.
to hold onto the former national footban champion.
Miami Athletic Director Paui Dee said the
decision was based on "the future securitY of the
athletics program." He continued: "This is a decision for a long period of time, not a short time.
The most difficult is -the withdrawal from an
organization we· belonged · to since 1991. We·
.enjoy~d our time there. We enjoyed our succes~.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON 12

UCF Athletics Director Steve
Orsini is seeking corporate ~nsors
to help raise funds for a planned10,000-seat, $70 million campus
arena. ·
That push became more urgent
after the Florida Legislature said no
this week to a proposal that would
have called for a special session to
consider the state budget.
·
While he won't announce which
companies, Orsini already has been
in -talks with two companies about
oorporate sponsorship. Should these ·
backers.sign on, UCFwouldhave-the
co~teral it needs to borrow against
to get the new arena started.
UCF hopes the new arena will
help attract all-sports conference
invitations, allowing the school's athletic teams to compete in a single
major conference. Currently the foot-·
ball team is a member of the MidAinerican Conference, wb.ile UCF'.s
other teams compete in the Atlantic
Sun Conference. The currently shift-·
ing allegiances in NCAA conferences
. have faised the possibility that UCF
may join a conference with a higher
national profile.
Current plans call for ground- ·
work on the arena to start this fall,
with construction completed by 2006.

1

f.•

UCJ vs. Penn ·State ~rt II
· _Knights' fans will not have to
wait until 2010 for the sougbt-.after
rematch of last year's football season
openei:
. UCF -and Penn Sfate have
reached an agreement to play~
on Sept. 18, 2004. The rematch would
be the third game nf the 2oo4 season
for the Knights, who open hext year's
season at WJSconsin and come back
home to face West Vrrginia.
UCF fans were treated to heart. break last fall, .as the Knights fell, to ·
the Nittany Lions 27-24 in_front of
f93,029 people. The stadium crowd
PLEASE SEE
'
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Catch -sOme
rerun football action
on Sunshine
FROM PAGE

10

at Happy Valley w_nS the largest to ever witness the Knights in action.
UCF fans will forever be haunted by an
infamous end-zone call during that oontest,
in which Doug Gabriel appeared to have
caught a touchdown pass from Ryan
Schneider before it was ruled incomplete.

Sunshine Network replays UCJ games
- Fbr those fans who didn't quite under- stand the importance .of attending football
games laisi; season, they can now at least
find out :why, thanks to the Sunshine
Network ·
·
_
The network devoted to Florida sports
already has rebroadcast the offensive MAC
masterpieoo that was l~t season's matchup
with Western Michigan. The Knights and
Bronoos pounded each other in the 31-27
· UCF victory, which higblighted the offensive
dominanoo of quarterback Ryan Schneider.
The next game replay will be UCF's
manhandling of Miami of Ohio in Oxford
The Knights beat their MAC Eastern
Division foe 48-31. That game will be
replayed at noon Sunday, and again at·2:30
a.m. Monday for Knight owls.

Apol9fil' films into
gOOd tootball fun

Newspapers had some fun this past
week with a jovial quote from UCF Head
Football Coach Mike Kruczek.
·
The Charleston Gazette's Doug
Smock referred to him as "Khrushchev''
after Kruczek referred to Marshall fans as
"rednecks" during a bOoster rally at a downtown Orlando bar, as reported last week by
. The Future. Smock reported that the coach
subsequently apologJzed for the remark, ·
and rontinued: ''You can't call us rednecks.
Onlywe can call 1ls rednecks." Dually noted.
.The Orlandn Sentinel's Jerry Greene,
however, had some positive words for the
roach. ''Why apologize?" wrote Greene.
Greene included some humorous redneck
stereotypes, but closed with this advice,
"Flaunt it, Coach K After last year, UCF
already is thought of as 'the Oakland
Raiders'.of the Mid-American Conference.
Chang-e your colors to·silver and black. Be ·
tb.e team that everyone hates.'~ ·
. The .burgroning fivalry between UCF ··
and Marshall rontinues Nov. 19 at the Citrus
Bowl
-FROM SfAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

UCF'ois logical clioice for.

the'vacant Big East spot
FROM .PAGE
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We've come to what I think is
an outstanding decision."
Miami joins fellow Big East
defector Virginia Tech in what
becomes the NCAA's newest
super
conference.
The
Hurri&mes and Hokies most
likely will begin ACC play in the
2004-05 -season. The two football powerhouses now join
Florida State, Maryland,
Clemson, North Carolina, Duke,
Georgia Tech, Vll'ginia, Wake
Forest and North Carolina
State.
The defections call into
question the character of these
two new ACC.powers.
Did V1rginia Tech play the
role of the' hypocrite? The
-Hokies stood by the lawsuit
filed by the Big East
Conference when the ACC initially· targeted Miami, Bo-ston
College and Syracuse. When
Tech later received its own invitation, the Hokies fled without
hesitation.
Has
Miami's
greed
destroyed the conference that
stood by - the Hurricanes
through the program's trouble
and turmoil? Miami was notorious in the 1990s for all sorts of
reprehensible activity,· but the
Big East continued to ·house
them and helped them back to
national dominance.
Whatever is said about
what these two schools have
done", it doesn't IWan a thing to
UCF. All that matters now is
that the Big East opens its door
to the Knights immediately.
The loss of these teams
leaves the once prosperous and
feared conference a shell of its
- former self. The remaining
schools West Virginia,
Pittsburgh, Syracuse, Boston
College, Rutgers, Temple and
Connecticut - are · widely
respected and have won their
fair share of football games, but
they are not tb.e Hurricanes or
Hokies. ·
Seven teams do not, in any
manner, warrant this conference a guaranteed berth in the
Bowl Championship Series.
Indeed, the Big East's

solution for -the Big East ·is to
march fmward. Extend an.invitation to UCF, as well as South
~onference
Florida,
Louisville, ·East
Main events in the ACC's history.
Carolina and Cincinnati. Those
The ACC is celebrating its 50th anniversary by
/ five ·teams would rebuild the
expanding the league:
conference into one of the
largest arid youngest in the nation. It could be a new theme
Clemson, Duke, Maryland, North Carolina, North
• May8, 1953
Carolina State, South Carolinij and Wake Forest
for the Big East, creating·a conuniversities withdraw from Southern Conference,
ference full of teams that are
draw up bylaws for ACC
tired of being picked on.
But the Big East needs to
·June 14, 1953
Colleges adopt bylaws, making ACC offid~I
hurry. And there's a chance of
·Dec. 4, 1953
University of Virginia admitted
competition from more than
the C-USA. .
just
·June 30, 1971
University of South Carolina withdraws.
Still alive are rumors that
·April 3, 1978
Georgia Tech admitted
the South Eastern Conference
is looking to dispose of perenni-'
·July 1, 1991
Florida State admitted
al punching bag Vanderbilt and
·May 13, 2003
Votes to expand league to 12 schools, targets Miami,
pick up another real team. _.
Boston College and Syracuse, but later excludes
LouiSVille would seein to be the
Boston College and Syracuse
perfect candidate. But UCF and
USF also are candidates. The
Invitations issued to Miami and Virginia Tech
Knights' schedule over the next
Virginia Tech accepts offer
four years features mafohups
against four SEC_teams:
Miami accepts offe~
Tennessee, Florida,. Georgia
Source: Atlantic Coast Conference; Associated Press
and South Carolina.
CFF
Moreover, the ACC is likely
'hunting for one final team. The
·woes could become worse if the a national championship. Miami and Virginia Tech addicrumbling Conference USA (Tulane, along with Texas . tions still leave the conference
decides to jump on the Big Christian, is being considered at 11 teams. A 12th team would
East's sudden weakness. C- for an invitation to join the allow the conference to split
into two divisions and host a
USA members Louisville, East Western Athletic Conference.)
championship
Given the turmoil and con- -conference
Carolina, - South Florida,
Cincinl}ati and Memphis all tinued rumors, the Big East game. All of this spells more
have been mentioned as possi- needs tQ jump on whichever money.
. Would the ACC consider _
ble replacements for Mia.mi and schools it can right away. ·
V1rginia Tech. But C-USA collld
Mid-American Confer~nce UCF? The Knights open the
just as easily hold onto those Commissioner Rick Chryst has 2003 football season against
schools and instead go after the said he will do whatever is nec- the Hokies. Over the next five
essary to keep UCFin the MAC. years UCF also will face ACC
abandoned Big East teams.
That scenario, however, is Part of that strategy may be to competitors North Carolina
unlikely; C-USA already is deal- extend an all-sports bid to UCF State, Clemson and.Miami. And ·
ing with negative press from in the near future. Only the the Knights have put up
the failing programs of UCF football team competes in impressive fights in the past.
Alabama-Birmingham, the conference; the school's against Clemson and Florida
Houston and Tulane. UAB in other athletic teams all com- State. ·
- However, that scenario is
particular is confronting a rape pete in the Atlantic Sun
charge and a civil lawsuit filed Conference.
improbable. 'Look for the ACC
against 26 members of the footThis kind of spoiling is all to put a giant bulls' eye on
ball program, including play- that UCF needs to document its Notre Dame, targeting - the
ers, coaches and the mascot.
desirability to the Big East. Fighting Irish as the conferTulane President Scott UCF also brings the nation's ence's 12th team.
Whatever the results,
Cowen went public two weeks No. 56 football: recruiting class
ago about recruiting other to the table, as well as one of something needs to happen
schools to do away with the the .best offenses and quarter- soon. The Big East must make
BCS. Cowen says the system backs in the country. And UCF a move, and UCF and Louisville
keeps 52 NCAA schools from hopes to break ground soon on would be the' best investment
ever having a chance at making a 10,000-seat arena.
- the conference oould make in its
any real money or even going: to
The simple ~d obvious future.

·Atlantic (oast

Kappa·Sigma·knocks Sigma Chi off dodgeball throne
st.art "\\jth the play-in round, as four
teams jockeyed for position into the
-elimination round Dodge 'Ibis had
the best round, and advallood to play
No..4 seed Turty Boys. TKE, Outlawz,
.and 8 Doggs tied with 1-2 reoords in
the round-robin. Outiawz finished
- fifst . based on the international
·tiebreaker rules, followed by TKE
and 8 Doggs. 'Ibis round would be
All of the worthless Sigma Qbi renderedmootthougb,~thetopfour
2003 Smilmer Dodgebap Champion seeds in the _quarterfinals moved on.
bats and '!!shirts should be hitting
In the final four, Kappa Sigma
eBay any m<;>ment now.
took out the brooms and totally domAfter Sigma:Chi took game one of . inated .BORr in ·four games. The
the deciding seven game series in momentum was in ·Kappa Sigma's
convincing fashion, p~ for a ticker- corner after ·a closely fought game .
tape parade seemed to oo underway. two. BORI' looked like they were
The oolebratlon will have to wait until goingto even the series, holding a two
next
as Kappa Sigma roared · man advantagB over Kappa Sigma's
back tO shock the world and defeat Josh - Weisman. Weisman's - ball
SigmaChi in six gmries, vv.inbingtheir bounood the right way, as he escaped
- first Dodgeball title.
and put the series out of reach.
The tournament got off to quick
On the other side, Sigma Chi had

year,

•

their way with the Turty Boys, 4-1. a Kappa Sigma player with was ended the game with two minutes
Sigma Chi took the opening_match caught on the deflection by Kappa remaining to join ATO, Sigma Chi,
thanks to tl_ie rocket arm of Lee Sigma's Adam Blake. Kappa Sigma and O'Doyles as the only dodgBball
Clymer. Clymer's throws, which had . took game two, with two players ehampions ill UCF history.
.
l
players scu.rryillg all night long, kept remaining to even up the series. Still,
the Turty Boys off halanoo and even- it seemed as though sigma Chi had - Tournament notes
the momentum . until game three,
tually sent them home.
Fbllowing the incredible tournaThe DCS was created last year to when Kappa Sigma's Kevin Clerks, ment finale, Joe Mrnls of the Turty
help ensure that the two best teams Ryan Matthews, and John Lesko out- Boys was crowned "La.st M_an
would fare. off in the championship lasted the opposition to ~ - a 2-1 Standing' after outlasting 2Q other
game, and the formula,_worked well lead
oompetitors in one large dodgBball
·· The champs seemed to be unrav- game.
8gmn. On paper, it looked as though
Sigma Chi would be paying Pat Riley eling faster than Vitali Klitschko's
This was the first time that a1l
royalties for Use of the trademarked eyelid until game four,.when tl).ey tied four top ~ advanood to the final
word ·''Three-Peat" after the Finals. things up with one.p~yer remallrlng. four. Kappa Sigma finished tlie
. Kappa Sigma would have something Game five was. a· mirror image of Season 'with a rerord of 41-18-0.
game four, e.xoopt ·Kappa Sigma was Sigma Chi finished 45-13-1. A souroo
to say about that.
·
Sigma Chi opened the final round on the victorious side and set up the within the UCF 1M Sports offioo has
with a routing victory, eliminating all clinching game six.
oonfirmed that there will be a fall
six Kappa Sigma players while losing
Sigma Chi came out strong early, dodgBball tournament in 2003 with a
none. Sign1a Chi fell prey to some but a flurry of action from Kappa new format as well as a return of the .
unfortunate bounoos in game two, as Sigma's Wesley Hotchkiss, Tum Ott, spring and summer dodgebaJl
both Ail.am Holden i:µid Glen Lyle Jimmy Duda and Ryan Matthews . leagues with the same format.
·were e~ated after the ball they hit · sE;'lll~ the de;al and Kappa Sigma

•
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·Hookah water pipe.called pleasing

week

LISA BLACK
CHICAGO TRJBUNE (KRT)

Highlights of the

cultural calendar
LINNEA BROWN .
STAFF WRITER

Wedne~day,

July 2

Jaheim in concert
Rapper Jaheim performs his signature
blend of R&B, sou I and rap at
Downtown Disney's House of Blues to
promote his latest release. "Still
Ghetto." Doors open at 7 p.m. and
· show starts at 8 p.m. at· Downtown
Disney WestSide: tickets start at
$27.50: 407-934-2583.

- Thursday, July 3 ·
8th Annual Red,
Hot and Boom
Celebrate America's birthday with the
rest of Orlando at the "8th.Annual
Red. Hot and Boom." a free concert
and fireworks event beginning at 5 p.m. at Cranes Roost Park on
Altamonte Springs Drive, behind the
Altamonte Mall. Live performers include
Vonray, Lucie Woodward. Play. Frankie J
and Stereofuse. Fireworks display takes
place at 9:30 p.m. 407-571-8863.

CHICAGO - Despite notorious
to the drug culture, the
hookah is enjoying a whiff of mainstream popularity as college students flock to new cafes, where it's
become trendyto spend the evening
puffing on the exotic water pipes.
Concerns about the danger of.
smoking have not dampened the
appeal of restaurants like
Evanston's (ill.) Cafe Hookah,
· which offers dozens of fruity tobacco blends in a rekindling of centuries-old Middle Eastern tradition.

links

a

"It's neat because it's ancient,"
said . Luke Griffiths, 20, a
Northwestern University student
from Athens, ID. "You can sit here
and imagine not being in yuppie
Evanston but in Turkey."
Nationally, health officials are·
worried about the trend, saying the
hookah hangouts popping up
across the country are just another
way to entice young people to
smoke. And federal customs officials concerned, that water pipes
are still used to smoke hashish and
marijuana bluntly warn~ they view
them with a wary eye.
Although not specifically tar-

or ~moke screen

geted in U.S. drug laws, the hookah ity is ~cult to measure, b.ut at
could be deemed illegal under fed- least 200 t.o 300 new hookah houses
erat drug parapherrialia prohibi- . have opened throughout the United
tions if used to smoke illicit sub- States in the last three to five years,
stances, officials said. The smaller according to industry estimates.
"water oongs," a similar pipe also Dozens are concentrated in
- famed for drug use, are outlawed.
California, while others dot the East
"From the tobacc~ontroi per- Coast, mostly near college campusspective, this is just another clever, . es.
The revival of the water pipe as
devious, manipulation of people's
social desires," · said Peter a chic pastime is new to the·
Jacobson, associate professor at Midwest - at least among the
the University of Michigan.School of youthful crowds visiting CafePublic Health. "To see this as any- Hookah, which opened in October.
thing other than-a gateway back to In countries such as ·Lebanon or
cigarette smoking is very naive."
The hookah's growingpopularPLEAsE SEE Hookah oN 17
(

Online -auCtion "Sites
can yield big bucks
Student
entrepreneurs
use eBay. com
·to make some
extra money
on the side

·Friday, July·4
'Street Drags' in Bithlo
Orlando Speedworld hosts various
street drag testing, tuning, practice
and grudge racing for cars and motorcycles. Open Wednesdays and Fridays
.from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.; 19164 E.
Colonial Drive, Bithlo: $10 for spectators
and $15 for participants; 407-568-5522.

Saturday, July 5 ·
Weird Al Yankovic in concert
.
Eccentric parody god Weird Al Yankovic,
famous for over-the-top, humor-injected tunes like "Amish Paradise" and
"Smells like Nirvana." will perform at
Downtown Disney's House of Blues.
_Doors open at 6:45 ·p.m. and show
starts at 8:15 p.m.: Downtown .Disney
WestSide: $27.50; 407-934-2583.

BRANDON HARDIN
STAFF WRJTER

· Sunday, Julr 6
Allister, lucky Boys Confusion,
Count The Stars, Harry Dash and
Whole Wheat Bread
Arefreshing collection of bands perform at Back Booth. including pop-rock
band Lucky Boy's Confusion, best
known for last year's radio hit. "Fred
Astaire," and up-and-coming ·
Jacksonville punk band Whole Wheat
Bread. Doors open at 6 p.m. at 37 W.
Pine St.: $10: 407-999-2570.

Monday, July 7
'Pen and Ink' exhibit
Valencia Community College's East
Campus Gallery hosts "Elisabeth
Condon: New Work." a narrative art
exhibit by controversial New York artist
Elisabeth Condon, who uses pen and
ink drawings to explore and interpret
life's perceptions. The free exhibit is open from 8:30 a.m. ·to 4:30 p.m. at .70T N. Econlockhatchee Trail; 407-5822289.
.

Zachary Long knows that it doesn't take a business major to see the
value in online auction sites - just 8ome
basic oomputer skills and a little money
sense.
"I've made about $.5,000. That's a
oonservative estimate," said the 21year-old senior and eBay entrepreneur. Amongst online auction sites,
eBay:oom is 1;he largest, selling 12 :mfi.
lion items in more than 18,000 cat&
gories at any given moment. Last year
alone, eBay users performed in excess
of$14 billion in transactions.
Long, hospitality major, has been
an eBay user ·silloo Deoomber 1999.
With about 200 transactions, Long is a
veteran of the eBay ~mm.unity. He oonst.antly ·buys items he ·sees as being
undervalued, and then tries to resell
them for a profit.
"It's an oi>en market. You're on an
equal footing with everyone else," Long ·
Said of the opportunity on eBaY.oom
Long typically bids and auctions off
older vid00games for the Nmtendo and
Super Nmtendo SyStems because he
finds 'their market value seldom
· changes. This stabilitylets him calculate
, what makes a good buy and what will
cause a profit 198s.
Wrth thousangs of online games up
· for a.Uction, fimlil,!g a good deal can-be
difficult.
t:
.

a

Tuesday, July 8
Killah Priest at Back Booth
All Wu-Tang fans will want to check out
· Killah Priest. of the Wu Tang Family,
'-- who will perform his solo act at Back
Booth. Show at 9 p.m. ~t 37 W.Pine
St.; 18 and up; $8; 407-999-2570. ·

.Wednesday, July 9
Staind and Cold at Hard Rock live Alternative rockers .Staind perform as
part of Hard Rock Live's taped MTV con- .
cert series. Fellow angst-rock band Cold
a.lso performs, rescheduled frpm their
original July 1 date with Godsm·ack.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m., show starts at
9 p.m.; 18 and up; $26; 407-839-3900.

•

RANDON HARDIN I CFF

Zachary Long, 21, a hospitality major at UCF, has easily inade $5,000 on eBay, buying and selling .items such as Yu-Gi-Oh cards and classic
Nintendo and Supe! Nin~endo video game~.
PLEASE SEE

eBay ON 15
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calamine lotion or ·over-thecounter hydrocortisone oint- ··
inent over the bite.
· f9r people _who are ailergic
to insect ·or ·spiders, the bites
ean cause severe 'trauma or lif&
threateiling events, such as dif. ficuJty breathing and intense
swelling, and should be treated
by a physician.
Spider bites ar~ seldom ·
fatal except those of the black
widow or· brown re~luse
species, whose symptoms
include 8We1.Ung at the site of
the J:>ite, itching, burning, numbNhung Tran, M.~ ness or tingling. ~
lKF Student Health Strvires
. If you find a·tick embedded
' ifi your skin, remove it with a
What should I do if I
tweezers or gioved finger ·and fo
notice I. have an insect bite?
be careful not to crush it ..
Species of ticks can cause
The majority of insect bites
Rocky Mountain spotted fever
are no cause for alar:rp. Bites
or LY.1Jle disease.
coming from most. spiders, fleas, ·
To prevent insect bites, .
flies, bedbugs or chiggers will
DEET is the most effective
benign.
look the same and
·insect .repellent, as natural
The injection ·of salivary fluid or
venom to· the skin·· provokes a pro~ucts tend to be less reliable.

Ask •·

a

doc

.6200 .International·Drive
Orlando, FL 32819:

Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is .accepting applicationS ·.
.for the following entry-level _jobs:

.

.;

are

small, itchy swellingthat lasts a
few hours or days.
To relieve discomfort, rub
an ice cube, cold washcloth,

..

E-:-mail your questi~ns to: _
1skodoc@moil.ucf.edu ·

.eBay lets students sell

·to .a nation-wide ·market
FROM PAGE
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·Lileguard·
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Long seafches eBay.com for
video games.that are sold in sets,
' "I've made ' about
because he finds the games to be
$S ()()()
Th ,
worth more when he sells them
,
•
individually. He also looks for
conservative estimate..."
. games that are priced inoorrectly.
Since eBay.oom is a micro- .
oosm of an open market, · Wise
1
pros~to~ _can . :{J?-~e _ a_ - ~•
amount ol :mpn,ey.! :2002,. lpng
and a friend made over $2,000 sell- .
· ing Tu.-Gi-Oh cards by predicting siorutl ~patient ~nsumer'or cus' theiri}opularity,
· ·
tomer that doesn't pay. .
Just like an open market,
Junior Christop}Jer Tomasso,
though, crashes do occilr.
a 21-year-old information techn.Ql. Long once sold a blindle of ogy major, has. , a different
carils t;o a customer for $50 a card approach to online auctioning. He
while the market value of the card sells items that ·don't really.exist.
on eBay.oom was $70 each. After
'Tumasso
uses
the transaction, e~y.oom became PhiyerAuctions.oo:ID, a site that
flooded with other auctioneers of handles online oomputer -games,
the same card and its value fell to to auction off virtual money from
$3.
the online gam~ EverQuest. "fm
~'I felt really bad for him,"
liquidating all the stuff I oollected
Long said ·
while playing the game," he sfild.
Long never bothers_to sell' - So far, he's made about $300.
cards or videogames to local
While Sony prohibits the ~ll
stores - the hugB eBay audience • ing of EverQuest-related .items,
allows him to reach people in rural 'Tumasso sees nothingwrongwith
areas and make more money than auctioning his virtllal proceeds to
local merchants would pay. .
help other players. "I b8Sically
"[On eBay.oom], you can sell ·want a little back for the time I ~
to the whole nation i.J!ste,ad of just wasted fp~ying the game]," he
Orlando," he said. 'We gut a lot said. , "Sony was. getting $13 a
mm~ money that way. If you don't
~onth from me for a few years. I
live in a major metropolitan area, feel
entitled to some money
you don'fhave acmss tO -the stuff back."·
·
·· you do here.''
. .- Though some people use
Long-also takes advantage of EverQuest auctioning to turn a
eBay.corn's feedback system, - oonsistent profit, 'Tumasso uses
·which allows bidders to rate auo- the market simply as a way to get
tioneers. "The feedback system rid of things he no longer uses, and
gives you more crechbility," he .to make a little money in the
said.
process.
,
. Long says that his online . . Online auctioning is .very
trading normally goos smoothly, easy, Long says. "It's affdummied
. however he ·deals 'with the occa.:. down.Anyonecandoit."
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111sical gear!
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Another Great
College Park Com~unity·
Ji

·• Fully Furnis~ed 1, ·2, 3 & 4
Bedroom, t\partments ·
• Individual· Leases
• Private Baths*
-. • Resort Style Pool!r
• Covered Basketball Pavilion
& Full Si~~ Court
.
• Covered Parking
. • ..Movie Theatre
& ·Confere"i-1ce· Room
• Sparkling Sp·a
• Utilities Included in Rent
• Free Ethernet in
E\iery Bedroom
• Tennis ·Courts.
• Computer LQbs
• Uiilities
· ·Free Tanning Bed
• Sand .Volleyball Court ·
• BBQ ·I Picnic·. Pavilion
. 11641 Jeff~rson Commons Cir. • . 3 llBO 's, ESPN ••• and Disney
·. Orlando, FL. 32826 ·
*Restrictions Apply
I
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'Hard Rock Live summer
conc.ert series an MTV .hit
.

'

What Knight Is Your Knight? ·
'

'
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25¢ Wings 6-7:30 p.m. Mondays!
l'.lappy Hour
5-8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays!
$1 Domestic Beers and 2 for 1 Wells

Pool Tables, Dart Poards,
· Full Liquor Bar

~nd

Dr. Mariann L. Tucker
- _ Optometrist
INSIDE THE NEW
(fi;.ENSCRAFTERS.
at Waterford Lakes
. ·Town Center

891 N. Alofoyo Troil

407-382-2648

~~X»

Show your UCF ID
and save another $51

BREIT HART I CFF

Reggae Rapper Sean Paul performed at Hard Rock June 18 for an MTV taping. These concerts will continue throughout the summer
with·a variety of acts and will be broadcast on MTV over the coming months.

·Music lovers cart see their favorite acts for only $10
·Good Charlotte.
From parents to businessmen to preteens to college stuMadornia's sopg lyrics: dents, fans of the Ataris and
"Music, brings the people, Good Charlotte packed the
together... " can easily be .3,000-seat venue, sporting anyapplied to what's happening all thing from black and plaid to ·
summer long at Hard Rock · barely clad in hopes of catching
Liv~ , Orlando at Universal
a glimpse of their favorite band
. Studios CityWalk.
.or the chance to scream on TY.
·Attracting
Orlando's
Cameras swooped above .
diverse music crowd with $10 and panned the crowd of tiretickets and the chance to be on less concertgoers as the Ataris .
rock~d their remake of. Bryan
Adam' s hit, "Boys of Summer,"
and Jans sang 3.long to Qood
Charlotte' s headlining set with
singles, "The Young and
I love Sean Paul. He has latest
the Hopeless" and "Girls &
really captured the
Boys."
-. "I thought the show was
reggae industry, and
awesome," said Good Charlotte
I'm like a kid in a
fan and . UCF student Tracy
Ludwig, 21. "I was really sur-.
candy store waiting to
priSeo that we got tWo hours
see what he does on
worth of concert for only $10."
Music fans once again
stage.
.filled up the floor at Hard Rock
-ASHLEE BECKHAM
Live for reggae rapper Sean
UCF Alumna. 25
Paul's concert taping the following night.
'
Jamaican flags peppered
the sold-out crowd on the floor
level 1 while teenage girls
national television, Hard Rock screamed and danced in their
Live continues _to generate a full balcony seats.
house in its joint efforts With ·
.Feeling u.llder the weather,
MTV and AT&T to produce a Sean Paul was ordered by his
taped ·summer concert series.
doCtor not to perform. But the
The concerts will . air on singer shrugg~d off the suggesMTV this month, beginning.with tion and energetically per· the June 17 show featuring formed over an hour's worth of
punk rockers .the Ataris and songs, including '.'G~e the
MACKENZIE O'BANNON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Light" and "Get Busy."
"I love Sean Paul," UCF alumni Ashlee Beckham, 25, said. "Hehas really captured the reggae
industry; and I'm like a kid in a
candystorewaitingto see what he
does on stage."
As cameras zoomed in on
Paul's provocative dance moves,
fans swayed to his dancehall
rhythms, some even 'forming their
own dance circles on the floor to
flaunt their skills.
. Over the next few -weeks,
MTV tapings at Hard Rock Live .
Orlando will feature acts including Staind on July 9 and Queens of
the Stone Age on August 6.
Tickets can be purchased through
Ticketmaster
: or
at
Hardrocklive.com.
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Angus Beer
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UCF Students & Faculty!

"$1;00 .off

.anycomllo
w/ valid UCF ID, o~e discount per ID, expires Aug. 21, 2003

Come try nor Charbroiled .Chicken Sandwiches
11556 University Blvd.
(40 Z) 736-0040
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• Costa Rica's Finest ·aourinet
Coffee-Cafe Britt ·
• A Wide Selection of Exotic Teas
• Orgaill.c Coffee and Tea
Available
• Relaxed,plegant Atmosphere
• Broadband T- i Connection ·
• Dell Co_mputer witn CD Burners
• Wireless 'r-1 for Laptops

. :SOOO. I
407 482
•
,

•

1201s collegiate way. oriando

·

~cross fr~m UCF.. behindAppl_ebee's

· m Collegiate Square

www.naturacoffeearidtea.com

10% Off Purchase ~/UCF Student/Faculty ID!
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· MARY KAY®

.

the -mcide-for-you_.Makeover!
Discover skin-care & makeup made to suit your skin tone, your eye &
hair color, even your lifestyle. Call me today"for a free cortiputer- .
generated Personal Skin Care & Color Profile. We11 create a look
that's uniquely yours.
-·
·
•···························'-· ·································································································-. JENNIFER HASSAN!

'l

f

f

::>pnng t-ever! ::>weepstaKes - tnter to W. !
aSalltNC. 1111t on my website. · -i
After B/15/03

INDEPENDENT BEA~TV

•.

.

c'.:oNsULTANT_

www.marykay.com/jhassani
· ·

ch~ck out our n~west sweepstakes ·J 407.281 . ~918

t...._._......_. ....---·-·-··················,..···---····-·---~--·~· ···-··~·~-···--'

Mention this ad for a 15% discount off you.r 1st order

ST:X[Es

.
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CHA:RLES CHl!RNEY./ CHICAGO TunlUNE I KRT

This exotic-looking water pipe, calle-d a hookah; is one of the latest crazes college students have ~mbraced.

Hookah-use health effects unknoWn
FROM PAGE" 14

The Los .AngBles-based. company got its start ·s~en years agt> on
Turkey, smoking a hookah is .a Venice-Beach, where its founder dis·social activity usually snared played 10 water pipes on a blanket,
after dinner or-at a cafe over a general manager Ahmed Roushdy
cup of mffee or tea:
said. Today the company sells
Some Middle Eastern hookah paraph.ernalia to aboµt 100
restaurants in the Cbicagn area cafes and outlets he-said
In Ann Arbor, Mich., the
have long offered the pipe, but the practice has been ~ more Rendezvous Cafe near the University
toWard cultural tradition; not as of Michigan began offering.the water
_-an American fad akin .t~ ?~gen pipes two months agu. Patrons may
bars and chocolate martinis.
also access·the Internet on cafe comThe wa~er pipe, often near~y puters.
three feet high or taller, also JS
"Usually it's not the (cigarette)
called a "nargileh" or "shisha." smokers who like hookah,"
They use charooal to heat the Rendezvous manager Jamil Hamady
tobacco, which !s · soaked in said ':JUst certain people. You get
molasses- or "honey and mixed used it, like cigarettes."
with fruit pu1p for flavor. Smokers
Jn the United States, young
inhale from lo~ fabric hoses, . smokers don't 3.lways realize that
_using dispo~le plastic mouth- hookahs have been associated ·with
_. piece~, .Each hookah usually using marijuana since the 1960s·and ·
sports one, two or three hoses.
1970s - a fact that escapes few
The ·smoke is filtered~ .among the middle-age set.
1
through water, -giving it a sm~th,,
'I still get people who walk past
sweet tas~e without a btirning me and say, 'What iS that?' and 'What
feeling, enthusiasts say.
you smoking?' "Roushdy said
A manager for Hookah "The older generation, they have ~
Brothers, which markets water · big smile on their faice."
pipes, estimated the -company
He3.J.th officials are skeptical
will finish the year with $2.5 mil- about claims of reduced nicotine and
lion in sales, marking a dramatic no tar with water pipes, although
increas~ from its humble origins.

to

are

fuey admit that little ~se.arch has
been done on the effects of hookah
smoking, especially in the United
States, where they are just noticing
the trend
But they pbint to a sIDan number of medical studie8 in the Middle
East that have ooncluP.ed smoking
water pipes elevates carbon monoxide levels and increases. the risks for
cancers and low birth weights. They
say the nicotine inhal0d is significant
enough to cause addiction. "It's. not safe; the potential for
addiction is very high and the hemth
effects over the long term are not
something to write off and say it's not
a big deal," said Dr. Thomas Houston,
adirector with the American Medical
Association in, Chicagn. .
People -who grew up in the
·Middle· Eastern countries where
hookahs are part of the cultUre say
they don't understand the big deal
· Canan Ugar, 18, a Northwestern
student from Turkey, spends nearly
every evening at the Evanston ~e
with other international students,
drinking coffee, nibbling sandwiches and sharing a hookah.
"It reminds me of hqme," Ugar
said. ."We spent our Thanksgiving
here."

HAIRDRESSING SALON

10% ·student Discount on cuts ·
1

With V<ilid Student ID

.

Specializing in:
Cuts .from classic to ·1u~ky
-Colors & perms ~
Foils, highlight~, low lig_h ts·
Formal st li1ig for special occasions .
Relaxers
.facial waxing
Ear .piercin·g
,./

.

?

CoM.h.u..r-JIIY F EA-ru....R..ES
Business Center w/Fax, Computer ~ Copier
Game Room • 24 Fitness Center • BHliards
I

High Speed Eihernet • Pas~etbali Court
Sand Volleyball Court • Two Sparkling Swimming Pools
Car Wash• 24 Hour Emergency.Maintenance
Professionally landscaped _Groun~s
UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking ·

House"

"A

S1u."bENI

A?A2.-rME"1.;...

CZ:::

:::iii!!!::

::;::=l .

0N_fl LR FRYR·
407-277-4007

AKEN:c:-TTES

Individual Alarm Systems · • Berber Carpef
Cm1ing Fans • Utilities Included .
Washers /D.ryers • Ki~<hen Pantries·
Carpeting & Design~r Colors • Wood: Floors ·

'

., 12024 Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, FL 3281 7

At>AR:~Er--iT.

Ceramic Tiie Entries • Cable TV w/HBOs .

I

. I.,- s ALL A~I
~OLLEGE LlfE... ~G OU.-r:-:,
SILL":bY . H~i, AN":b ·SL.Ee? ttJl

~

-~

CoMMw-J1~Y

Wireless Internet at th' ~ool

~

www~universityhouse.com
info@uhalafaya.com· ·

Now

LEASING ·

f02. FALL

2003

White~on-White Kitchen Appliances •
Fr~st Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers

Microwaves • Dishwasliers
large Patios • Mini Bli.nds
•1a Seled Uoiits

"·-:·
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100 HELP W.ANB'D
200FoRSAiE
250AtnVMMm
300FoRRENT
32-5 BO!fES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERJ'ICES

450llErul
500 ON i:AMPIJS
550 £YENTS ·
600 6REBK LIFE
700Mm:
750.TRAVEL
800 llEqG..ION

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

By Phone: ~407) 447-4555
-By Fax: (407) 44 71-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@:UCFfuture.com
. In Person: University Court, Suite 115
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue
·Cash, Check, .
Masterc,ard, VISA, AMEX

401-44r4555·dassifieds@IJClfuture.com

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):·
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding: .
large Headline:

Charges listed aoove include an ad of
up to fi:Ve lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line. .

llJ HELP WANTED llJ HELP WANTED llJ HELP WANTED mil AUTOMOTIVE m!]
EXTRA MONEY IS JUST APHONE .CALL AWAY!
Day & Evening Shifts • $8 • 10 per hour
Commissions & Cash Incentives

CALL OR VISll US TODAY!
K&flnternational, Inc.
_
216 Semoran Blvd., Casselberry, FL 32707

4·01.263.7172
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 • $12/hr are available for friendly,
·outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando an~
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon"Ri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

****SALES PRO'S WANTED~***
*Up to $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 $25 x 10 $250)
(11-16 $30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 $35 ·x 24 = $840)
(25+ = $40 x 25 $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and Fun Working
Environment
, *Flexible part hours avail.
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

=
=

=

=

=

- Bartender Trainees Needed.
. *** $250 a day potential! ***
. Local Positions.
1-800·293·3985 ext 100
Inbound Call Center $400+/wk!!!
Looking for serious and motivated indiv.
- with a clear speaking voice. FT/PT,
A~/Pm shifts avail., $400+/wk. Call
407-830-8210.
BE A CORPORATE RECRUITER!
· Winter Park firm. No exp. needed
Training, pvt. office, great commissions.
mike@sterlingjob.com. Serious
candidates only.

ATTENTION CRAFT LOVERS:
Assemble Nifty Craft Products - FT/PT ·
Earn $50 to $300 per week. Call today
· start tomorrow. Se Habla Espanol.
Call 813-681-7837 today!
Sam . 6pm & Ask for Connie

PIT office help needed for downtown law
firm. 20hrs/wk. $8/hr. No exp. nee. Flex.
sch~. Will train. Call 407·254-0022 or
fax resume to 407-254-0031.
·

PITA PIT IS HERE!

FOR SALE

BED - Full size mattress set, new,
w/warranty, $135. 407-275-0935.

UNLIMITED INCOME Opportunities! If
you Want to Make Money and You
Want to Have Fun, Check out These
Opportunities! Be Rewarded for a
Lifetime! www.sdgteam.coin.

,$250 a day potential/Bartend.ing

P(T Doggy Daycare Position,.
-Must Love Dogs. _·.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!

Training Provided.
j ·80Qc293:3985 exr902

·.

**~w\vw.dogdayafternoon.net**"'.
Call 407-628-3844. ..

Female-Models Wanted: 18-25
Weight: 1-00-120 Height: 4'8"_to 5'10".
For lingerie photo & ·video portfoliodemo~s. 407-898-7900.

NEW HOMES FOR RENT
4bd/2bth new homes in UCF area for
rent $1095 to $1295. Call 407-629-6330
or www.ORLRent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Master Bedroom ($450)
or standard bedroom ($400) for rent
includes ·an for rent in spacious
HOME with pool. 5 mlns from UCF.
· Security $100. Call 497-613-0715
(leave message)or cell: 407-948-2649.

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans ·
We Take Co-Signers!

can

Christian Pre-School afternoon teachers
needed for:
Union Park Christian School ·
Customer Service Repf:! PIT
10301 East Colonial Dr., Orlando.
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
If you love chil.dren and the Lord please-·
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type ,
call 407·282·0551.
@ ample speed. Located near
------------Orlando Int Airport. Flexibl~
TUTOR/After School Care
Schedule + great pay. AM/P.1'4
3:30-5:30 M-F, near UCF. Starts 8/5.
positions available. Call Brandon
1st & 3rd grade girls. Must !:>e
@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2118
. DEPENDABLE/Mature & Firm.
or email @ bbrady@gosafco_.com
Fair Salary. 407-6n-0382 w/ refs.

FoRRENT

NOW HIRING ALL POSffiONSI
Beginning pay of $1 OIHour
Begin work today at:
www.studentworknow.homestead.com

BED - Queen pillow-top set.
New, in plastic, sacrifice $195,
d_eliver. 407·383·0585. '

Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day .
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
, No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

m

GREAT SPECIALS.

500 watt Dolby Digi_tal Hometheatre
w/warranty. Incl. 5 speakers,
4 stands, original boxes, instructions
and receipts. $325. Call Sam at
407-709-5098.

Tel~Solutions is .lo9king for part time
employees! You must be dependable,
articulate, honest, and able to handle
production goals. TeleSolutions is
located on a bus line at 436 & Old
Cheney Road, neat Hwy 50. Call our
Hiring Hot Line: 407-581-3n7 ext 137.

'98 Nissan Maxima. Excellent cond.
· All pwr. Keyless entry/alarm. Tinted
window's. AM/FM and CD. New ·tires.
81k. $7800.
Call 321-267-5320 . .

For great PT employment, please call
407-718-7427 or stop by location
across from UCF next to Smoothie King
in Collegiate Village.
-

SONY ENTERTAINMENT SALE

.

o

HOME WORKERS!!!
EASY WORK, GREAT PAY!
Assemble Products At Home.
No Experience Necessary.
For information, Send $5.00 and a
Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope:
PATRICK JEAN .
12203 KINGS KNIGHT WAY APT 208
ORLANDO, FL 32817

II

$250+ per week Part Jime
Local Interview
Ms. Anderson
Call 407 ·249·7998

Needed: 2 Candidates :for Front Desk
. Help at .busine~s in Downtown
Orlando! M-F 5:15 am to 1 am, M-F
2pin to 10 pm. Email r~sume, and .
salary requirements to
JENB141@aol.com

Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules, FT/PT avail, for great pay
and great opp call
407-97,1-9131

Babysitter needed for 17 mth. old twjn
· girls in Apopka. Must be exp.
w/kids, have own trans,
N/S. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 3 days/wk $7/hr.
Call 407-814-8449 before 8 p.m . •

ACCESS TO PC?

Females who Smoke socially needed
for confidential phone interview.
Selected callers earn $50. 'Le~ve
name and number, your call will be
returned. 888-355-0322 Toll Free

Valet Parking Attendants Needed

IBM PC for sale. AMO 1.0 GHZ. 20GB
HD, 15" monitor, 256MB Ram, 64MB,
Radeon 8500, CDRW, Ethernet and
Windows XP. Price is neg.
Call 407-760-4393 or e-mail
Computer@ryanprice.org.

BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $475. 407-275-0612.
Beige Leather couch and love seat,
$999. JBL home 200 CD changer, ·
$100. T-shirt iron transfer r:n~chine,
$100. Call 407-249-8357..

mil AUTOMOTIVE
For Sale-98 Red Ford Mustang. auto.
49 k miles. excellent cond. $7500. call
Todd 407•782·4201.

!! DO NOT PAY
DEALER RATES .!!
Attention all'UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality
auto repair/maintenance, etc? Don't
·
delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407·399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
·. independent shop rates!

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011

. $9perwk
$8 perwk '
.$7perwk
$1 per wk
$lperwk

FOR RENT

2 rooms avail. in 3/2 house behind
UCF. M or F, N/S please.
$395 incl. util. and cable modem.
Avail. Aug. 1. Call Jeff at 407-496-0848.
Female Student wanted to rerit
3/2 furnished bedroom.
5 min from UCF. New Home.
$485 flat. Avail. July 31.
Flex. lease. Call 407-2n-2927.
1 bed/bath avail. in 3/3 apt. at The
Village at Sc.ience Drive. Sublease
avail. now until Aug. 2004 . $515/mnth.
All util. incr. Move-in costs paid for.
Call 407·313-0981.
!!!! Tivoli Lease!!!!
3/3 on 3rd Floor
Vaulted Ceilings
Call Jenny·@ 321·765·1247.
1 bd, 1 ba sublease in Collegiate
Village Inn avail. Aug. ?1. · meal plan,
fully furn., free UCF shuttle, util.,
• roadrunner, no deposit. $630/r:no. Call
Lind~ey 352,:-40·8~~89
Female to rent room in great new -.
· home. 30 min. from UCF, on channel
lakes. Pool, jacuzzi, furn. room. No dep.
Only $400/mnth (flex.) ~ncl. everything ·
(phone, cable, util).- Avail. immed. Call -.
407-466·9612 today!

-=~

Room avail. in. 3/2 house 2 mi from
UCF. Incl W/D and full kitchen.
Furnished exc. bedroom . $460/mo.
All util. incl + ISP internet. Call Carlson
at 407-748-0118.
Apt. for sublease in Village at Science
Dr. Avail. 08/16, 1bd/1 ba in 4bd/4ba
unisex apt. All amenities incl.+ sec.
deposit. $495/mo. Call Michelle @
727·460-5302. Email @
knigtitrogal@aol.com.

Like new condo.
3 blocks to UCF.
Large 2 bed/2bath, W/D. Pool, ·
tennis, screened porch on pond.
Refund dep. Furn. $1,000/mnth.
Unfurn., $850/mnth. 321-777-3454.
Room for Rent in 3bd/2.5ba. house.
7 min from UCF. Util, dig. cable,
phone and DSL incl. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr.
Female preferred. 407-761-1270
. ·Rooms for Rent in Great Altamonte
Home on Lake. Master & standard
b9drooms avail. Only $400-$700/mo!
l>SL Network. Students or couples
welcome. Call 407-619-7972!
ALAFAYA WOODS
5 miles N. of UCF, 3BR/2Bath
LR Dining Room; Eat-in Kit, .
Elec. H/AC, W/D Hookups,
Double Garage with remotes.
Responsible students' welcome.
.
-407·629-1972,
STOP wasting Dad's money on rent.
Put it to better. use. Student borrower,
Parent co-borrower.
.Buy a house. Call Lee Jackson at
Investment ·International 407-381-0068
· or 407·314·0505.

· 2 Great Units Available!
2/2, W/D, great ·1ocatiori across from
UCF. Only $700/mo
Call 407-872-6277

Roommates needed for 4/3 house

with p~ol. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn .
.. lr:i~Lall util. Call Laura·at 56.1-628-6940. -

4/2 house less than 1 mile from UCF.
· Lg screened porch,
lg fenced yard, 1 yearlease.
$1280/mnth + sec. dep.
Call 407-929-2913.
M/F for sublease in 4/2 home.
From Aug. to Nov. 2 min. from UCF.
Pool table, cable and computer hook
up. 2 car garage. W/D. $400/mnth. +
util. No dep.
Call Rob at 407-658-2858.

M looking for a M/F roommate. 1 mile
from UCF. $350/mb. No deposH. Incl..
EVERYTHING. Unfurnished •. Just
remodeled every room in house.
Access to pool. Tony 407-484-6744 •
Pegasus L.anding. room avail. for
sublease in 3/2 furnished apt.
$500/mnth~ incl. everything. Move-In
fee waved. Avail. in Aug. for 12
-mnths. Call 706-254-0791.
2 bed I 2 bath buplex
. New tile, New carpet, Quiet neigh. Less
. than 5 min. from UCF $700 to
$750/mnth depending Contact Eric. @
(407)791-3723
Sub Lease needed for The Gatherings.
Unfurn. private bed and bath in 4/4.
W/D, util. and alarm incl. Call
(954) 483·5263 .
1st month free. Dwntwn Baldwin Park.
Min. from everything. 3bedl1.5
bathhouse. Central heat, NC. Carport.
W/D, new app, must rent. $950/mnth. Call
· T.J or Bobby at 407-529-5290.
Sublease great 4t4 in Pegasus Landing
this Fall! Only $465/mo, inclu
everything. Shuttle to UCF (FREE),
Cable, Et~emet, W/D, phone. Call Nina
407-362·4099 or email YLF82@aol.com

Im

HOMES

Rental Property in -Oviedo,
Alafaya Woods Cammunity,
3i212 Home, only $1100 per month!
Call 321-235-.1915 or 407-928-3385
/
-:~

. .. .
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Im

HOMES

Is THIS YOUR

Im

Em!J

HOMES

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
T SHIRTS, HATS, MUGS,
PENS ETC!!

RENT MONEY?

WOULD YOU RATHER KEEP IT?

We offer promotional products for
any event or function. Please call.
meat
407-313-0822, my name is Victoria
Kerensky. I am your on campus rep.
for Varsity Marketing. We specialize
in promotional products that make
the Dean's list.

For free information
www.stoppayingrentorlando.com
.
.
'
i

Michael J. Hinkley,
L.A. Real Estate, Inc
407-679-2600 ext. 104
East Orlando/UCF area: 3bed/1 bath.
Home with Patio and Garage. New
carpet and paint in/out. Oak trees
front and back, $96,900. Call Sun
Real Estate at 407-256-1578.

13sol;M!llrJ!I
ROOMS FOR RENT IN HOME!
3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6BR/4Bth
~

,

house in Waterford Lks East, fully
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed
internet, .walk-in closets, gated
comm., on a lake, rent equal to an
apt., Best bank for Buck at UCF!!
call Tony @ 407-701-8669

***.RESUMES***
$49.95 student special.
FREE cover letter included.
Call 407-268-4734 or·email:
resumeservlces@.cfl.rr.com
2 Female Roommates, Large 4/2
House, 1 mile from UCF. Quiet
neighborhood. House is furnished,
room is not. W/D. No ·1ease requ .
$450/mnth: incl. util. or $110/wk.
407-830-8775.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.

Master Bed/Bath avail. now in 2/2 1
min from UCF. $420/mo.+ 1/2 util. N/S
and N/P. Females only. Call Theresa
@ 407-399-5788.

Improve your Writing. Help
w/basics or specific projects.
Professional Writer~Author.
Reasonable Rates 407-252-5009.

l!J

Future ..Classified ad

p -

for only $9per week.

Only three issues left this semester.

Your link to fun.
0-Town Online College Community
FREE MEMBERSHIP
http://C?o~dDates.com

Female Roommate Needed for 2/2 .
condo. Only 1 mi from campus!
$500/mo includes everything!
Move in August 1. Call Sara ·@
· or 239-281-1937.

WRITING TUTOR

Place your

MISC
COED DATES

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on l~ke, gated
comm, 6 "1ins from UCF, $475/mo
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-4~2-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

SERVICES

Call 407-447-4555 or email
classifleds@ucffutre.com to place
your ad today!
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.----------- ----·on any·major dental procedure for new patients

NOW DfflRING
PAINllSS fllllNGS

Or. Charles Arias, 0.0.S.

Orl8ndo's Online .
College pommunity

h;p:11CoedDates.com

... -

$100 OFF .··

Limited Time Ladies Subscribe FREE

I~

-

316 N. Alofoyo Trail, Suite 701

407-382-6122

Your Link to FUN

Local and Long Distance Telephone Se:vice Provider

d Dl n

UP TD·. 814 e·ourly! .
12·00 Sign On.Bollus1·
1u11·Time • Paid Training
Part Time_·4pm • Bpm Saturdays Required

ND IXPIRllNCI NICISSARY

•

lull Time Benefits:
Holidays, Personal Bays ·
. Campany Matching 4DIK ,
Business casual attire • Paid Va~atian

Right .around the
corn~r from UCF

12001 Science Dr.EOE/DFWP
·• Orlandi, fl · 32828

fi

~Gill~Ul™ ····
· ~· ~'~~ -------1_
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